
ORGANIC – THE STATE OR THE METHOD? 

Organic methods hold answers to our post-modern question – How do we live happily from 

depleted resources and within physical limits?  Of course, if alternatively we attempt to transcend 

those limits as we have been doing by the massive powers of fossil fuels, then those limits will be 

dramatically and cruelly forced on us by desert, flood and storm.  Nicolas Stern has recently 

proposed that a four degree rise in temperature is very close – he means that our economies are 

heading towards the end of civilization. 

How do I define “organic”? – Adjective to describe methods which seek efficiency by imitating the 

behaviours of organisms. 

We immediately face a problem –  

The word organic has been adopted by a health-food industry, which has no interest in organic 

techniques, but much interest in the health-giving properties of organically-labelled products. 

The accepted usage of “organic” has become an adjective to describe a pack of food which is free 

from pesticides, fungicides and herbicides.  The definition is of negative qualities – for what it is not, 

which has made the husbandry to produce that food more taxing and so more expensive.  The 

implication is for both sacrificed efficiency and sacrificed yield. 

However much “organic sector bodies” counter that view, their cause is lost because of that false 

definition – the state not the method.  Moreover in promoting the state of organic produce by 

promoting its health qualities those bodies have joined the many other mountebanks similarly 

promoting the qualities of other products.  “Organic” has become just another label in the 

marketplace.  It has also become another label which endorses the anti-organic and linear market 

we know as the super market.  Shoppers, who would otherwise avoid super markets, are 

encouraged inside by the purchase of an organic dispensation.  Meanwhile, those same organic 

shoppers have evacuated the durable, complex, long-evolved, deeply-imagined market places we 

know as market squares, proper shops, corner shops, village shops and their cyclic and diverse 

supply chains. 

That the UK Organic market is shrinking, while for the rest of Europe, it is expanding is easily 

explained - In the UK we have promoted organic health food, whereas Europeans have promoted 

the virtues of organic husbandry. 

An organic state is a ridiculous state, which has no meaning.  Organic (carbon) chemists will find 

nothing to differentiate an organic from a none-organic product. 

What’s still more – A state may be dignified, but it can never be interesting, whereas a method 

immediately suggests questions, improvements, engagement, new ingenuities and so on.  All 

methods are fallible, but fallibility is what binds societies.  All new discoveries are hidden in 

mistakes. 

Cultures (& civilization herself), are methods of settlement.  When they become states to be 

protected, they decay into decadence and become irresponsive to what feeds them.  I suggest that 



the organic movement is in a decadent phase – protecting its state and identity and forgetting that it 

is but a technique – and that all technique change and that change is their stimulus and life-blood. 

Of course Post Modernity is in a similar state of denial – believing its fossil fuelled elevation can be 

maintained by “The Future” bringing replacements for fossil fuels on the tide.   We are reminded of 

those forlorn, still-magnificent stone figures on Easter Island, gazing at nothingness.  I suggest that 

the Soil Association (for instance) has adopted a similarly noble pose. 

Perhaps the scriptures of the Organic Standards should be written in sand – like fleeting lives – 

rather than on her powerfully-imagined stones.  They should certainly be distanced from the cargo 

cult of post-modernity. 

Within all decadence there is tragedy - the tragedy of the mutation of original methodologies into 

settled states, because all states decay. 

Organically-imagined economies are those which sit most happily and so most efficiently within their 

ecologies.  Our organic economist must become curious about that ecology, particularly because - as 

an ecology changes so must human settlement of it.  That curiosity engages the trial and error of 

technology, the scepticism of science and the imaginative story-telling of Art. 

Let’s slay some ghosts – Some of our (to me) worst organic, complacent, consumerist, health-food 

dignitaries still speak of a holistic view, which transcends “old, reductionist paradigms”! 

Firstly, holistic imagination and reductionist scepticism are essential parts of what makes us human.  

They are not at war. 

Secondly, wild holistic ideas (untempered by scepticism) have been the cause of much of human 

misery – communism, capitalism, fascism, “scientific” progress.... On the other hand, an entirely-

sceptical, truly-scientific position is incapable of action, or of recommending courses of action. 

Another ghost to be slain is related to the ghostly elephant in our room – that is the use by NGOs 

such as the Soil Association of the language of states and not of the language of methods.  The one is 

dignified, defensive, strategic, advised and serious (even when adopting the over-jolly, but cynical 

languages of advertising and politics) – while the other is curious, humorous, diffident, specific...... 

This state language has been adopted as a means to out-state the state – to change it from within.  

For every government document an alternative NGO document is produced to counter it.   

What hope has a little geezer of slowing humanity’s trajectory into an Anthropocene, which will very 

soon remove the agent of its cause? 

Even within the Soil Association, I’m utterly invisible. 

Anyway, at least I have something to address there. 

Firstly – It is essential to remove organic licenses from centralised distribution systems. 

The Soil Association could do so with very little disruption to the current “organic” market place, but 

with a renewed and dynamic re-focusing on organic methods as solutions to our economic 

questions. 



Soil Association licensees could still sell through super markets by using organic certification by other 

“organic sector bodies” of pack houses, dairies and abattoirs.  

Those shoppers who have no shops but super markets will still find organically-grown produce there, 

bearing the EC logo and that of other certifiers. 

However the Soil Association logo would become a way mark towards more durable and convivial 

systems, such as proper shops and market squares.  It would not be seen in super markets. 

In consequence the evacuation of town centres and village centres for the expansion of edge of 

town/out of town retail parks would be reversed to the extent of the Soil Association’s powers. 

At present, the Soil Association certification endorses and offers false-dispensation for utterly 

unsustainable systems. 

In spite of the more human corporate structures of the Co-op and Waitrose chains, both are as 

ruthlessly centralised in that competitive market as Tesco and Sainsbury’s are -  No organic logo for 

them either! 

We have to make a start.  The ways out from this mire are step by step through it.  We don’t change 

the mire from within without becoming a part of the mire.  We prudently and necessarily 

compromise with it, while walking towards something better. 

I appeal to the Soil Association to abandon the futility of improving a suicidal system from within and 

then to begin the journey through it to the other side. 

This is a noble purpose.  At the moment organic certification is doing far more harm than good. 

As an organic farmer, I am considering my own position.  I wonder if I have anything in common with 

the New Soil Association and also wonder for how long I can display her symbol on my produce. 

I would prefer to wear it with pride. 

Tragically, organic techniques out-yield all others – simply subtract input from output.  Also consider 

how those inputs are fast-dwindling...   

      Patrick Noble 

 

  

 

 

    

 

 


